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Homogeneous superconductivity at the LaAlO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ interface probed by nanoscale transport
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An interface between LaAlO$_3$ and SrTiO$_3$ (LAO/STO) may host two-dimensional superconductivity, strong spin-orbit coupling, and magnetic ordering. There are indications that the interfacial superconducting layer is nonhomogeneous at the nanoscale. The presence of inhomogeneities may have strong implications on the superconducting transport properties and lead to formation of weak links between superconducting regions. In this paper, we report on the temperature and magnetic field dependence of superconducting transport in single nanowires and nanorings fabricated in a LAO/STO interface. The analysis of data proves that our nanostructures behave like uniform superconducting filaments carrying a critical current close to the theoretical Ginzburg-Landau depairing limit. Furthermore, we unexpectedly find an enhancement of the critical current of LAO/STO nanowires and nanorings at low temperature when a magnetic field is applied. Our results point towards the coexistence of a homogeneous interfacial superconductivity and spatially separated magnetism at the LAO/STO interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in oxide thin-film growth have provided routes to structures and phases that are inaccessible by traditional chemical means, and have allowed the properties of existing materials to be modified on the atomic scale [1,2]. The discovery of a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) at the interface between two wide band-gap insulators, LaAlO$_3$ (LAO) and SrTiO$_3$ (STO), that exhibits superconductivity, coexisting with intrinsic ferromagnetism and large gate-tunable spin-orbit coupling (SOC), has stimulated great interest and many experimental and theoretical studies of this system [3,4].

Superconductivity in the LAO/STO interface has many similarities with bulk STO doped with Nb or by oxygen vacancies, having a characteristic transition temperature of $T_c \approx 0.3\, K$ [5,6]. A two-dimensional character was proven by observation of a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition [7]. From the temperature dependence of the perpendicular critical field, the Ginzburg-Landau superconducting coherence length was estimated to be $\xi_{GL}(0) \approx 30 – 100\, \text{nm}$, being higher for the higher carrier concentration [8,9]. The thickness of the superconducting layer is also doping-dependent and was estimated from the anisotropy of parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields to be about 10 nm for optimal doping conditions. However, the thickness may extend up to 100 nm in the overdoped regime [4]. Recent theoretical investigations predicted the possibility of multiband superconductivity driven by the two-dimensional character in the LAO/STO interface [10]. There are also experimental indications of superconducting ordering above the bulk STO critical temperature that may be explained by a two-gap scenario [11,12].

Coexistence of ferromagnetic ordering and superconductivity is one of the most intriguing observations for the LAO/STO interface [13,14]. Moreover, strong Rashba-type SOC was found at the LAO/STO interface [9,15]. A coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism with strong SOC can lead to interesting phenomena, such as chiral p-wave superconductivity [16]. According to theoretical predictions, topological superconducting states may also be found in one dimensional structures of the LAO/STO system [17]. There is no well-established microscopic model that explains how ferromagnetic and superconducting ordering coexist in the LAO/STO. It is possible that superconductivity and ferromagnetism originate from different electronic bands, uniformly distributed in the interface plane. To explain broad superconducting transitions, a nonhomogeneous superconducting state was proposed, where superconducting islands with randomly distributed critical temperatures are embedded in a matrix of weakly localized electrons [18]. The nonhomogeneous distribution can either be driven by defects or by intrinsic electron confinement [19]. It is therefore possible that the superconducting layer consists of superconducting puddles weakly coupled through nonsuperconducting, possibly magnetic, barriers [19,20]. The weak coupling may result in a characteristic Josephson behavior provided that the weak link size is comparable with the superconducting coherence length. If present, such intrinsic Josephson junctions may be an important tool to investigate the pairing mechanism in the interfacial superconductor in phase-sensitive experiments. Several works reported superconducting properties in mesoscopic structures of the LAO/STO interface indicating the importance of nonhomogeneous carrier doping [20–22]. However, so far there has been no experimental evidence of any Josephson effect in the LAO/STO interface. Indications of possible 0-\pi couplings in short point contacts and nanowires in the LAO/STO were recently reported based on observation of minimum critical current at zero magnetic field [22,23].

The goal of this paper was to investigate superconducting transport properties of nanostructures fabricated in the LAO/STO interfacial superconductor. The structures were fabricated using our recently developed technique based on low energy Ar ion implantation [24,25]. An overlay of 1 u.c. SrCuO$_2$ (SCO) was deposited upon 6 u.c. LAO to increase
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the electron mobility \cite{25,26} and was followed by a 2 u.c. capping layer of STO. The fabricated nanowires and nanorings have linewidth ranging from 100 to 300 nm, where just few, ideally one, weak link between two superconducting puddles can be formed. Despite expectations, the results show that our nanostructures behave as uniform superconducting filaments without interpuddle weak links. This is supported by very high critical current density approaching the theoretical Ginzburg-Landau depairing limit, and by temperature dependence of switching and retrapping currents. Moreover, we observed an enhancement of the critical current by a small applied magnetic field at low temperatures that can be attributed to the suppression of spin-flip exchange scattering on magnetic impurities.

II. METHODS

Thin films of LAO, SCO, and STO were grown on 5 × 5 mm² large TiO₂-terminated single crystal STO substrates by pulsed lased deposition (PLD). The laser energy density was 1.5 J/cm² and the laser spot area on the target was 2 mm². The sample was heated to 850 °C and 6 u.c. of LAO were deposited in an oxygen atmosphere of 10⁻⁴ mbar. The temperature was subsequently decreased to 650 °C and 1 u.c. of SCO was deposited at an oxygen pressure of 6 × 10⁻⁴ mbar to improve the 2DES properties. Finally, at the same pressure and temperature, 2 u.c. of STO were deposited as a protecting layer. Samples were not postannealed in oxygen atmosphere after the deposition, but slowly cooled down to room temperature under deposition pressure. The process was monitored using in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction. Intensity oscillations confirmed a layer-by-layer growth. All the samples were inspected by an atomic force microscope (AFM, Bruker Dimension ICON, tapping mode height image) to confirm the smoothness of the surfaces and the presence of 1 u.c. high step terraces.

Nanowires and nanorings in the 2DES were patterned using a low-energy ion beam irradiation technique \cite{24,26}. A resist mask was patterned by e-beam lithography (JEOL JBX-9300FS) in negative resist MicroResist maN2401. The sample was then plasma irradiated by an Ar ion beam in an Oxford IonFab 300 Plus system using an inductively coupled plasma Ar⁺ source and 3-cm beam aperture. The irradiation time was 1 minutes, with beam energy of 150 eV and a current density of 0.03 mA/cm². Low energy and low dose result in a negligible physical etching of the film (maximum 3–4 u.c.) such that the critical thickness of LAO is never reached \cite{24,26}. Furthermore, oxygen vacancies in the STO substrate are not formed by the irradiation.

The nanowires have widths of 200 and 100 nm and fixed width to length ratio of 1:5. Nanorings have linewidths of 300, 200, and 100 nm with a fixed aspect ratio between linewidth and internal diameter of 1:4. The geometry of the nanostructures is shown schematically in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) and has also been discussed in Ref. \cite{26}. We have earlier performed high-resolution Intermodulation Electrostatic Force Microscopy (ImEFM) imaging of our nanostructures that showed excellent correspondence between expected dimension and electrical contrast, proving confinement of electrical conductivity \cite{25}. Images of thin LAO become more homogeneous when an SCO cap is used. Critical temperature of nano-structures was obtained from extrapolation of critical current measurements as a function of temperature and estimated to be between 200 and 280 mK for different nanostructures \cite{25}.

Electrical connections were provided by DC magnetron sputtering of titanium/gold contact pads with a standard lift-off process. Measurements were performed at cryogenic temperatures down to 20 mK, using a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator (Oxford Triton). The sample was mounted in a metallic Cu box to provide electromagnetic shielding from the environmental noise. A combination of mu-metal shields and a superconducting lead shield granted a protection from the background DC magnetic field component, with a residual field of less than 100 nT. To suppress the effect of noise, twisted pairs of superconducting NbTi/Cu lines were used, in combination with two stages of cryogenic filters. Specifically, a stage of Cu powder filters was installed at the cold stage of the refrigerator, together with low-pass RC filters with a cutoff frequency of 0.2 MHz at the 4 K stage and conventional EMI filters at room temperature. The sample box was equipped with a Helmholtz NbTi/Cu superconducting coil, capable of a maximum magnetic field of 25 mT orthogonal to the sample plane. Room temperature low noise filter amplifiers were used both for conventional pseudo-four-probe measurements of the IV characteristics and the switching currents distribution (SCD).

Conventional time of flight electronics were used for the measurements of the SCD \cite{27}. The bias current was ramped at a rate of 60 µA/s leading to a decay of the junction from the dissipationless to the resistive state \cite{28,29}. After the escape, the bias current is ramped down to zero in 20 ms to cool down the device from the heat locally created in the resistive state.

III. RESULTS

A. Current-voltage characteristics

The evolution of current-voltage characteristics (IVCs) as a function of temperature is presented in Fig. 1(c) for a nanoring with linewidth of 100 nm. All IVCs are characterized by a
sharp switching from zero to finite voltage states at a critical current, $I_C$. Above the $I_C$, all IVCs have linear behavior even at very high bias currents. IVCs show hysteretic behavior at all temperatures with a characteristic retrapping current, $I_r$, at which switching from finite to zero voltage states occurs. The normal resistance, $R_N$, of all structures is independent of temperature. No excess current is exhibited in any of the IVCs, i.e., a linear extrapolation of the current above the critical value intersects the origin. The values of $I_C$, $I_r$, and $R_N$ for all measured nanostructures are listed in Table I.

The critical current density of our nanostructures can be calculated, assuming a thickness of the superconducting layer of 10 nm [8,9] as $J_C \approx 1 - 5 \times 10^5 A/cm^2$, see Table I. It should be compared with the maximum depairing critical current density in the Ginzburg-Landau theory: $J_{GL} = \Phi_0 / (3\sqrt{3} \pi \mu_0 \lambda_L^2 \xi)$. Here, $\lambda_L = \sqrt{m^* / \mu_0 n_S e^2}$ is the London penetration depth, $m^* \approx 1.5 m_e$ [30] is the effective electron mass, and $n_S$ is the bulk density of superfluid. Scanning SQUID experiments indicated that sheet superfluid density in the LAO/STO interface is 10 times smaller than the carrier concentration in the normal state, typically about $2 \times 10^{13} cm^{-2}$ [31]. Assuming this, the estimation of the Ginzburg-Landau critical current density using superconducting layer thickness $d \approx 10$ nm and coherence length $\xi_0 \approx 50$ nm yields $J_{GL} \approx 5 \times 10^3 A/cm^2$, i.e., the same order of magnitude as the experimental values of $J_C$. Such very high critical current density is not consistent with a presence of weak links with low transparency. Superconductor-normal metal-superconductor (SNS) weak links with high transparency may have critical current density comparable with the deparing limit, but they are also characterized by a very high excess current of the same order of magnitude as the critical current, which is not observed in our IVCs [32,33]. More information about the transport mechanism can be obtained from analysis of the $I_C$-$R_N$ product. The $I_C$-$R_N$ product depends mainly on the barrier transparency of a weak link. In a serial connection of several weak links, the normal resistance $R_N$ and, correspondingly, the $I_C$-$R_N$ product, increases proportionally with the number of junctions. The $I_C$-$R_N$ product of our nanostructures increases with increasing width and length of the structures. However, the $R_N$ is almost constant and corresponds to the normal resistance defined by the sheet resistance of the nanowire in its normal state (all devices were designed to have approximately the same number of squares). Therefore, the behavior of the $I_C$-$R_N$ product in our nanostructures is also not consistent with the presence of weak links.

### B. Temperature dependence of critical current

Further information about the nature of our superconducting nanostructures may be obtained from the temperature dependence of the critical current. Figure 2(a) shows critical current of three devices as a function of temperature normalized to the critical current at 20 mK. In the figure, experimental data are plotted along with the main conventional models to describe $J_C(T)$, specifically the Bardeen dependence for depairing critical current density in a uniform superconducting film [34] $J_C(T) = J_C(0)(1 - (T/T_C)^5)^{1/2}(1 + (T/T_C)^2)^{1/2}$ [solid line in Fig. 2(a)], the Ambegaokar-Baratoff dependence for superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) weak links [35,36] $J_C(T) = \pi/2 \rho_0 n^2_0 \Delta(T)/\Delta(T)/2 k_B T$ [upper dotted line in Fig. 2(a)], the SNS junction with high transparency [37] $J_C(T) = J_C(0)(1 - T/T_C)$ [dotted line in Fig. 2(a)], and the SNS junction in the dirty limit, assuming the length of the normal barrier of the same order as the coherence length $J_C(T) = J_C(0)(1 - T/T_C) \exp(-0.57 \lambda_L / D^2 0)(T/T_C)^{1/2}$ [dashed line in Fig. 2(a)] [38]. As the figure shows, our data are close to temperature dependency of depairing critical current and not efficiently reproduced by models for SNS weak links, especially with high transparency.

### C. Analysis of hysteresis

All measured LAO/STO structures show pronounced hysteresis, which is determined by retrapping current $I_r$. The experimental temperature dependence of the $I_r$ for one of our structures is shown in Fig. 2(b). The $I_r(T)$ for all nanostructures follows the scaling law $I_r(T) \sim \sqrt{1 - T/T_C}$ [black solid line in the Fig. 2(b)], which is expected in case of Joule heating and dissipation through electron-phonon cooling [39]. This dependence is incompatible with the hypothesis of a conventional resistively and capacitively shunted Josephson junction (RCSJ) model $I_r(T) \sim \sqrt{T}$ [40] or with the dynamics of a hot spot formation in SNS junction with scaling behavior of $I_r(T) \sim (T - T_C)^{1/2}$ [41]. Figure 2(b) shows our data along with the best fit, assuming an RCSJ and a hot spot model. It is clear that we can rule out both mechanisms as the origin of the hysteresis in the IVC. The dissipation mechanism can then be described as follows. When the critical current is reached at some spot of the structure, the heat propagates instantaneously along the nanowire, resulting in strong electron overheating to a temperature well above the $T_C$. The temperature in the equilibrium state is defined by a balance between heating by the bias current and power dissipation from hot electrons to the substrate phonons (neglecting interface Kapitza resistance). In a standard theory of hot electron effect in metal, the power flow is given by $P_e = \Sigma V (T_e^3 - T_{ph})$, where $V$ is the volume of the metal, $\Sigma$ is a material constant, $T_e$ is the electron temperature, and $T_{ph}$ is the phonon temperature, which is equal to the bath temperature [39]. The switching to the superconducting state at the bath temperature $T < T_C$ will happen when the electron temperature $T_e$ becomes equal to the critical temperature, $T_C$. This will be achieved when
FIG. 2. (a) Normalized critical current $I_c/I_c(20\text{mK})$ as a function of reduced temperature $T/T_c$ for a nanowire with 100-nm width, and two nanorings with 100- and 200-nm linewidths. The solid line corresponds to a fit obtained for a 100-nm nanowire using a model by Bardeen [34]. Upper dash-dotted line corresponds to the Ambegaokar-Baratoff model of SIS junction [35,36]. Bottom dotted and dashed lines correspond to theoretical results for an SNS junction with high transparency [37] and an SNS junction in the dirty limit assuming the length of the normal barrier of the same order as the coherence length [38] (b) Temperature dependence of retrapping current $I_r$ for a nanoring with 100-nm linewidth. Solid line indicates best fitting to the temperature dependence $I_r \sim \sqrt{T_5 - T}$, indicative of electron-phonon transport of heat.

$$I_r(T)^2 R = \Sigma V(T_5^3 - T^5)/R.$$ From the fitting of data in Fig. 2(b), we obtain $\Sigma V \approx 20 mW\mu m^{-3}K^{-5}$ and calculate equilibrium electron temperature for the maximum applied bias current of $1 \mu A$, $T_e = (I^2 R/\Sigma V)^{1/2} \approx 2 \text{ K}$. Assuming that the normal resistance $R_N$ of the nanowire is mainly defined by the local electron temperature, it should follow the $R(T)$ dependence of the nanowire [42]. The resistance of the sample is almost constant at temperatures below 10 K and corresponds to the normal resistance of the nanostructures [25]. This also explains why the normal resistance of nanostructures is constant within the applied current bias and does not depend on temperature. Thus, we conclude that the hysteresis in our nanowires is determined by a Joule heating process and not by phase dynamics in a tilted Josephson washboard potential.

D. Switching current distribution

The switching from superconducting to normal states is a stochastic process, i.e., each time the bias current is swept from zero, the switching occurs at a slightly different bias current. To better understand the switching dynamics, we performed measurements of switching current distribution (SCD) as a function of temperature and magnetic field. Figure 3 shows a set of SCD histograms for the 200-nm ring as a function of temperature. The width of the switching distribution is significantly higher at low temperatures, indicating that the stochastic nature of the switching significantly increases when temperature decreases. This is quantitatively illustrated in the inset in Fig. 3, showing that the standard deviation $\sigma$ increases for all structures with decreasing temperature. Also, the skewness of the SCD keeps a negative value, which indicates strongly asymmetric histograms, in the whole temperature range. This behavior is characteristic of multiple thermally activated phase slips (TAPS) in narrow superconducting filaments [43,44]. The phase slip dynamics depend on the balance between heat produced in a single TAPS event and power dissipation. At high temperatures, multiple TAPS are often required to trigger switching. As temperature decreases, the electron-phonon thermal conductivity rapidly decreases and TAPS are more effective to activate switching. This increases internal stochasticity and explains broadening of $\sigma$ with lowering temperature [44]. In a multiple TAPS scenario, the SCDs are asymmetric due to premature switching below the $I_c$ [45]. This behavior is opposite to classical weak-link behavior where the standard deviation usually

FIG. 3. Switching current distributions of the nanoring with 200-nm linewidth measured at different temperatures below the $T_c$. The inset shows temperature dependencies of the switching current $I_{SW}$ (triangles) and standard deviation $\sigma$ (open diamonds) of the SCD for the same nanoring. Note that $\sigma$ monotonically increases with decreasing temperature, while switching current decreases at the lowest temperatures.
FIG. 4. Switching current distribution for a ring with 300-nm linewidth, as a function of magnetic field, measured at 20 mK. The inset on the left shows the mean value of the switching current, while the right inset shows its width $\sigma$, both as a function of the magnetic field. Note that the appearance of two current distributions, shifted by a flux quantum (that corresponds to 1.3 mT), indicates a bistable nature.

FIG. 5. Normalized critical current as a function of magnetic flux normalized to the single flux quantum for nanorings with linewidths of 100, 200, and 300 nm and inner diameters of 400, 800, and 1200 nm. All measurements were performed at 20 mK. For clarity, the curves corresponding to 200 nm and 100 nm are intentionally shifted by $-0.2$ and $-0.4$, respectively. Magnetic flux in the nanoring was calculated using an effective area defined by inner-ring radius plus half of the linewidth (see main text). Interference between oscillations with flux and a dip in critical current centered around zero field complicates the appearance of the curve at low flux.

E. Magnetic field dependence

The SCD as a function of magnetic field for a nanoring with 300-nm linewidth measured at 20 mK is shown in Fig. 4. The switching current shows periodic oscillations as a function of magnetic field. The oscillations have triangular shape and there are regions where the switching current is multivalued. We note that $\sigma$ also periodically oscillates with magnetic field while the retrapping current is field independent. This is more evidence that the switching dynamics are governed by phase slips events. To understand the origin of the oscillations, we have plotted the critical current of three nanorings as a function of magnetic flux, see Fig. 5. The flux in each nanoring was calculated assuming the effective area $A_{\text{eff}} = \pi (R + w/2)^2$, where $R$ is the inner ring radius and $w$ is the linewidth. The period of oscillations corresponds well to one single flux quantum $\Phi_0 = h/2e$ in all nanorings. The behavior resembles a DC SQUID with two Josephson junctions and its sinusoidal periodic modulation of critical current with a period corresponding to an integer number of single flux quanta [40]. However, the behavior of our nanorings is qualitatively different from classical DC SQUIDs: modulation is not sinusoidal, and the critical current is a multivalued periodic function of the magnetic field. A similar effect was previously reported in micro-SQUIDs with weak links formed by Dayem bridges [50,51], in YBCO nanowire SQUIDs [52], and asymmetric MoGe nanowire SQUIDs [53]. A long nanowire with $L > \xi$ has very high kinetic inductance that results in a large phase gradient and nonsinusoidal current-phase relationship along the nanowire [40]. The periodic critical current modulation appears due to fluxoid quantization [54] and interference between screening current caused by applied magnetic flux and currents in two arms of the superconducting ring.

Another remarkable feature that can be seen in Fig. 4 is the minimum of the critical current at zero magnetic field. The minimum develops at low temperature (below 100 mK) and appears in all nanorings and nanowires. Figure 6 shows magnetic field dependence of the critical current for nanorings and nanowires with linewidths of 100 and 200 nm taken at 20 mK (the data in Fig. 6 are taken in a wider range of magnetic field as compared to Fig. 4). The nanowires do not show periodic oscillations but the minimum of critical current is clearly visible and has a very similar envelope as in the nanorings. Such an effect may be caused by an intrinsic $\pi$ phase shift due to the presence of a ferromagnetic barrier in the Josephson junction [55]. However, we did not observe the Fraunhofer pattern of the current-field dependence typical for Josephson junctions [40]. Moreover, the critical current may exhibit a minimum at zero magnetic field only in a hybrid Josephson junction containing both 0 and $\pi$ regions [56]. The practical realization of such a hybrid junction is very complicated due to nonmonotonic dependence of the critical
current on temperature and ferromagnetic barrier thickness [57]. It is therefore implausible that the minimum of critical current in our nanostructures is due to interference effect in the $0 - \pi$ Josephson junction. Instead, there should be a common mechanism of current suppression that is counteracted by a small magnetic field. First, we can exclude flux trapping effects as no hysteresis in magnetic field is observed, and magnetic field patterns for both positive and negative current biases are fully centrosymmetric.

The fact that the dip in critical current at zero magnetic field is seen in all structures and has similar envelope in nanowires and nanorings. The dip at zero magnetic field is seen in all structures and has similar envelope in nanowires and nanorings.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the magnetic field dependence of the critical current for nanowires and nanorings. R100, R200, and W100, W200 indicate nanorings and nanowires with 100- and 200-nm linewidths. Measurements were performed at 20 mK. No critical current oscillations are observed in nanowires. The dip at zero magnetic field is seen in all structures and has similar envelope in nanowires and nanorings.

IV. DISCUSSION

Previous calculations have suggested an inhomogeneous state at the interface with loosely connected superconducting puddles to explain broadening of superconducting transition [11]. We find that the superconductivity in our LAO/STO nanostructures is homogeneous, as the critical current is close to the maximum theoretical depairing limit. We also did not observe characteristic Josephson behavior in our nanostructures. The results thus do not support the existence of weakly coupled superconducting puddles. We also unexpectedly find that there is an enhancement of the critical current of LAO/STO nanowires and nanorings at low temperature when a magnetic field is applied. These results may be understood as the superconducting pairs presumably reside in a region in STO below the interface while inhomogeneities may be due to an uneven distribution of Ti magnetic moments at the interface caused, for example, by oxygen vacancies, intermixing, Ti-O octahedra tipping, or strain. The presence of magnetic spins may suppress locally the critical temperature of the superfluid and result in a broad superconducting transition. Well below the critical temperature the superfluid is homogeneous, but the critical current is suppressed by unpolarized magnetic spins. A small magnetic field polarizes the spins that reduces spin-flip exchange scattering, resulting in an enhancement of the critical current, as observed in all our nanostructures.

While we have no direct evidence for the presence of magnetic impurities in our samples, magnetism in the LAO/STO interface has been widely reported [13,14,63]. There is a very large spread of magnetic ordering temperatures, from several hundreds of mK to 300 K. We have carefully investigated magneto-transport properties of our samples down to 2 K and could not see any characteristic features of the magnetic ordering (resistivity upturn due to Kondo effect, hysteresis in longitudinal magneto-resistance, and anomalous Hall effect). This implies that the ordering of magnetic impurities in our samples is at least below 2 K. This is in agreement with recent observation of hysteresis curves in magnetoresistance of LAO/STO nanowires below 1 K that was attributed to the presence of in-plane antiferromagnetic ordering with characteristic energy corresponding to a field of 100 G at 20 mK [64]. This magnetic field scale strikingly coincides with the dip in the critical current in our data, providing additional support for the presence of magnetism in our samples.

We finally note that our results were obtained in optimally doped samples corresponding to the maximum of critical temperature. It is pointed out that the electron gas may become more inhomogeneous at low carrier concentrations [65]. Therefore, it will be interesting to measure superconducting transport in the LAO/STO nanowires as a function of carrier concentration.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our results shed light on the microscopic nature of two-dimensional superconductivity in the LAO/STO interface. We propose a model where the homogeneous superconducting layer is spatially separated from the magnetic spins. These findings are important for designing superconducting devices based on the LAO/STO interface, in particular for search of theoretically predicted topological superconductivity.
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